DEP-STAKEHOLDER
TECHNICAL GUIDANCE COMMITTEES

Vapor Intrusion (Oversight: Kunze) Draft 3/11

BOYER, JOHN BEERA (lead / facilitator)
GROTH, DIANE BEERA
VAN SCIVER, CHAD BOMM

- Peter Sorge (LSRPA) JM Sorge, Inc., Environmental Consultants
  [Psorge@jmsorge.com]
- Buddy Bealer (RP/SRIN) Shell Oil [Leroy.bealer@shell.com]
- Scott Drew (LSRPA/CIANJ) Geo Syntec [SDrew@Geosyntec.com]
- Ken Bird (LSRPA) Cummings/Riter Consultants, Inc. [kbird@cummingsriter.com]
- Michael Draikiwicz (RP) Novartis Pharmaceuticals [michael.draikiwicz@novartis.com]
- Brian Blum (LSRPA) Langan [bblum@Langan.com]

LNAPL (Oversight: Nicholas) Draft 12/16/10

KRATINA, KEVIN BUST (lead / facilitator)
MCKENZIE, JILL BUST
FRADEL, JOEL BGWPA

- Jeffrey Dey The Resource Companies [jeffd@rcc-net.com]
- Steven Ueland (LSRPA) Langan [Sueland@langan.com]
- John Donohue (RP) FMANJ [jdonohueLLC@gmail.com]
- B.V. Rao EG & R Environmental Services [bvrao@egrenvironmental.com]
- Jeffrey Farrell PS & S [jfarrell@psands.com]
- Jason Stone Groundwater & Environmental Services (GES) [jstone@gesonline.com]

Receptor Evaluation (Oversight: Fields) Draft submitted

MAYBURY, STEVE BCM (lead / facilitator)
BARSKY, DAVID BEERA
WRIGHT, RENEE BUST

- Phil Brilliant (LSRPA) Brilliant Lewis Environmental Services LLC
  [brilliant@brilliantlewis.com]
- Tiffany-Linn Stephens GES [t.stephens@gesonline.com]
- Neil Rivers Langan Engineering & Environmental Services [nrivers@langan.com]
Presumptive Remedies  *(Oversight: Shannon/Nicholas)*  Draft 1/11

MITCHELL, LYNNE  BFO  (lead / facilitator)
WOLF, ANN  ISRA  ISRA

- Neil Rivers  (Builders Assoc)  Langan Engineering & Environmental Services
  [nrivers@langan.com]
- John Oberer  (LSRPA)  GZA [John.Oberer@gza.com]

IEC  *(Oversight: Fields)*  Draft 1/11

VENNER, BRUCE  BSM  (lead / facilitator)
GALLAGHER, BOB  EMSA
SITES, DREW  EMSA

- Martin Hilfinger  (RP)  Cumberland Gulf  [mhilfinger@cumberlandgulf.com]
- Mark Fisher  Elm  [mfisher@elminc.com]
- Christopher Dailey  GEI Consultants  [Cdailey@geiconсалants.com]
- Jeffrey Farrell  PS & S  [jfarrell@psands.com]
- Dan Stecchini  Groundwater & Environmental Services (GES)
  [dstecchini@gesonline.com]
- Kathleen Murray  TERMS Environmental  [kmurray@termsconsulting.com]
- Kevin Troutman  Groundwater & Environmental Services (GES)
  [ktroutman@gesonline.com]

Clean Fill / Alternative Fill  *(Oversight Kunze)*  Draft 1/11

SUGIHIRA, TERUO  BEERA  (lead / facilitator)
KUNZE, KATHY "
BARSKY, DAVID "

- Kathleen Murray  TERMS Environmental  [kmurray@termsconsulting.com]
- Neil Rivers  (RP)  Langan Engineering & Environmental Services
  [nrivers@langan.com]
- Roger Ferguson  (LSRPA/CIANJ)  Sadat Associates, Inc [RFerguson@Sadat.com]
- Carrie McGowan  ISP Corp  [cmcgowan@ispcorp.com]

Historic Fill  *(Oversight: Fields)*  Draft 3/11

SCHICK, KEVIN  BEERA  (Lead / Facilitator)
KUSERK, MARYANN  BGWPA
BYRNES, STEVEN  BEERA

- Kathi Stetser  (LSRPA)  Roux Associates, Inc.  [kstetser@rouxinc.com]
- Michael Morris  Langan Engineering & Environmental Services
  [mmorris@Langan.com]
- Carrie McGowan  (RP)  ISP Corp  [cmcgowan@ispcorp.com]
Technical Impracticability  (Oversight: Shannon)  Draft 1/11

ONEILL, TOM  BOMM  (lead / facilitator)
LUX, ROBERT  BGWPA

• Mark Foley  WSP Environment & Energy  [Mark.Foley@WSPGroup.com]
• Dave Robinson  Whitman  [drobinson@whitmanco.com]
• Jim Barish  Gannett Fleming, Inc.  [jbarish@GFNET.com]
• Ted Toskos  Mactec  [ttoskos@mactec.com]
• BV Rao  EG & R Environmental Services  [bvrao@egrenvironmental.com]

Monitored Natural Remediation (MNA)  (Oversight: Nicholas)  Draft 12/10

TURNER, MATT  BCM  (lead / facilitator)
BANCROFT, RENEE  BGWPA
CHARLES, ANN  BEERA

• B.V. Rao  EG & R Environmental Services  [bvrao@egrenvironmental.com]
• Julian Davies  Sovereign  [JDavies@sovcon.com]
• David Bausmith (RP)  ELM  [DBausmith@elminc.com]
• Steve Posten (LSRPA)  AMEC  [stephen.posten@amec.com]
• Rich Lake  Environmental Resolutions Inc.  [rlake@erinj.com]

Conceptual Site Model (CSM)  (Oversight: Nicholas)  Draft 2/11

ROB LUX  BGWPA  (lead / facilitator)
EAKER, JOE  BUST
McEVOY, KIM  EMSA

• Nick DeRose (LSRPA)  Langan  [nderose@lanagan.com]
• Richard Britton  Whitman Co.  [rbritton@whitmanco.com]
• Brendan Lazar  TRC Environmental Corp  [BLazar@TRCSOLUTIONS.com]
• James Kearns  Groundwater & Environmental Services (GES)  [jkearns@gesonline.com]
• Bill Gotobrio  Klein Felder  [WGottobrio@kleinfelder.com]
• Carrie McGowan (RP)  ISP Corp  [cmcgowan@ispcorp.com]

Analytical Methods  (Oversight: Kunze)  Draft 2/11

TOFFOLI, GREG  ODQ  (lead / facilitator)
Joe Sanguiliano  ODQ
Stu Nagourney  ER

• Nancy Rothman (LSRPA)  New Environmental Horizons, Inc  [nrothman_NEH@comcast.net]
• David Robinson  Whitman  [drobinson@whitmanco.com]
• Phillip Worley  Accutest  [philw@accutest.com]
• Rodger Ferguson  Sadat Associates, Inc  [RFerguson@Sadat.com]
Eco Investigation (Oversight: Fields)  

HAMILL, NANCY  BEERA  (lead / facilitator)  
NEUMANN, GREG  BEERA  
MOTTER, ALLEN  BEERA  

• Karianne Czajkowski  
  Langan  [kczajkowski@Langan.com]  
• Chuck Harman (LSRPA)  
  AMEC  [Charles.Harman@amec.com]  
• Ralph G. Stahl (RP)  
  DuPont Corp. Remediation Group  
    [ralph.g.stahl-jr@usa.dupont.com]  
• Carrie Sargeant  
  Heart of Camden  [csargeant@heartofcamden.org]  

Attainment (aka: Compliance) (Oversight: Shannon)  

FRASCO, BARRY  HSSE  (lead / facilitator)  
KATZ, KATHY  BUST  
TOPPIN, SWATI  BEERA  

• Nick De Rose (LSRPA)  
  Langan  [nderose@langan.com]  
• Ted Toskos  
  Mactec  [ttoskos@mactec.com]  
• Steve Posten  
  AMEC  [stephen.posten@amec.com]  
• James Kearns  
  Groundwater & Environmental Services (GES)  
    [jkearns@gesonline.com]  

PA / SI / RI teams GW and soils (oversight: Kunze)  

PA / SI / RI - Ground Water  

HANRAHAN, BILL  BGWPA (lead / facilitator)  
KINSEL, ERIC  BUST  
SORCE, FRANK  EMSA  
SOUDERS, MARK  BOMM  
PAGE, CHRISTINA  BUST  

• Thomas O’Brien  
• Andrew Michalski  
  Whitman Companies  [Amichalski@comcast.net]  
• Julian Davies (LSRPA)  
  Sovereign  [JDavies@sovcon.com]  
• John Virgie  
  O’Brien & Gere  [VirgieJS@obg.com]  
• Richard Jasaitis  
  Kleinfelder  [RJasaitis@Kleinfelder.com]  
• Jeff Farrell  
  PS & S  [jfarrell@psands.com]
PA / SI / RI - Soil

DOYON, JOHN (lead / facilitator) BR
GRADWAL, JOSH (co-lead/facilitator) BUST
GRUZLOVIC, MARK BFO
JOHN PRENDERGAST BEERA
GELLER, KRIS BEERA
BARSKEY, DAVE BEERA
MACGREGOR, STEVE BEERA

- Kathi Stetser (LSRPA) Roux Associates, Inc. [kstetser@rouxinc.com]
- Richard Jasaitis Kleinfelder [RJasaitis@Kleinfelder.com]
- Dave Whelihan URS Corporation [David_Whelihan@URSCorp.com]
- Jeff Dey The Resource Companies [jeffd@rcc-net.com]
- Phil Brilliant Brilliant Lewis Environmental Services, LLC [brilliant@brilliantlewis.com]
- Ted Toskos Mactec [ttoskos@mactec.com]
- Dave Bausmith ELM [DBausmith@elminc.com]